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Large speculators added another 5,783 long contracts and trimmed their short contracts by 985. This bullish action caused their net 

position to become long 9,575 contracts now. The last time large commercials had this amount of net long positioning was back in late 

September 2014 when they were in a rush to liquidate their longs after a massive bearish plunge had started. Now the unsettled long 

contracts held by large speculators make up 61% of all the open interest on AUD. This had not had happened since September of 2014 

when AUD started a terrible bearish decline from 0.93 levels. It should also be noted that COT Index for commercials stands at the 

overbought 100 level for three weeks now which implies bearish warning on Aussie. 

 

On the other hand, commercials sold 514 long contracts and added new 9,387 short contracts. In other words, commercials’ short 

positions increased by 44.5%. This is very bearish, since the smart money is now net short on Aussie for the first time since April 8th of 

2014. The COT Index for commercials has become zero since two weeks ago and remained at that very bearish level for this week as 

well.  

 

Verdict: 

Strongly bearish 
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Large speculators, in contrast with the week ending 16th February, decreased their overall exposure to GBP last week by selling almost 

1K long contracts and covering 4,220 short contracts. Now the large funds are more than 33K contracts net short which shows that 

even though fund managers are still very bearish on Cable, the degree of their bearish view on this currency has not increased in spite 

of renewed Brexit fears last week. Indeed, the large funds were much more bearish on Cable back in late January when they were net 

short more than 47.5K contracts. The COT Index for large funds stands at 26.27 which shows the degree of pessimism on Sterling is 

fading among the fund managers. When fund managers fail to sell more on bad news, it is time to prepare for going long. Another point 

worth of notice is that now the long contracts held by large funds constitutes a mere 14% of all open interest. The last time this 

happened was back at June and July of 2013 which preceded the 1-year long, uninterrupted bullish trend which tool Sterling about 

2200 pips higher.  

 

The behavior of commercials is less understandable. We expected the commercials to add to their long contracts at lower levels but 

they actually liquidated a part of their longs for the second consecutive week and this time by a large amount: 5,827 contracts. Even 

though, they still hold an exceptionally large number of long contracts which constitutes 77% of all the open interest on Cable. Indeed 

they had not had this amount of long contracts since March of 2013, right at the time that the first base of the double bottom pattern 

formed which preceded a massive +2200 pips rally. The good point is that the smart guys also covered more than 1K of their shorts as 

well. We caution waiting one or two more weeks to see what will these players will do now that Cable is trading at multi-decade 

support area. Obtaining the next COT report will show whether a massive rally is underway or more waiting is warranted. 

 

Verdict: 

Cautiously bullish 
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Large speculators added 2,410 long contracts and covered 5,735 short contracts. This meant that they are now net short on Canadian 

dollar almost 40K contracts. Even though the large funds have trimmed their short exposure from 108K contracts at the end of 2015 to 

68,427 contracts now, they have still a considerable amount of short contracts amassed and there is further room for short covering to 

continue, especially with the COT Index for funds at 61.09 level; way below the overbought 100 level. 

 

On the other hand, commercials sold 3,192 number of their long contracts and added new 5,694 short contracts. They are now 43,510 

contracts net long. The COT Index for commercials now stands at 22.83, which means they are less interested in buying the Loonie at 

these levels. On the other hand, commercial short positions now constitute 36% of all open interest. This figure has been crawling 

upward since the start of the year but has yet to exceed the critical 50 level.  The fact that commercials net position reduced almost 9K 

from last week indicates that the downward pressure on USDCAD is beginning to decrease, even though it doesn’t seem to be finished 

yet. 

 

Verdict: 

Neutral 
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Large speculators continued their short-covering mission last week, reducing their short exposure by 7,752 contracts. They also sold 

6,404 long contracts but it should be noted that at 107,566, large speculators’ long contracts stand at very elevated levels. Indeed this 

group has the largest long contracts amassed since May 6th of 2014 when the single currency was trading almost 2700 pips higher and 

just days before ECB announced its historic decision to implement stimulus packages. The COT Index for large speculator group has 

remained at the overbought 100 level for the second consecutive week, first time since late October 2015, again just before Draghi et al 

crushed the EURO bull camp by promising further stimulus in December (which never happened anyway). 

 

Commercials, after heavy activity last week were almost dormant this week. They sold a mere 42 of their longs and added just 195 new 

shorts. Now the commercials have 205,427 open short contracts which is an all-time record since the single currency formed. The ratio 

of commercial short contracts to all the open interest stands at 49%, matching the March 18th of 2014 reading, in the weeks leading to 

the early May 2014 top. The COT Index for commercials stands at zero level for the third consecutive week, indicating intense selling 

interest. 

 

Verdict: 

Strongly bearish 
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Large speculators continued building long exposure to Yen. They added new 7,858 long contracts last week and now have more 92K 

open long contracts. The last time the large funds had this elevated amount of long contracts on Yen was back in March 2008 and in the 

height of pessimistic atmosphere on world economy. USD/JPY made a bottom 2 weeks later and rallied more than 15% in 5 months. On 

the short side, large funds added new 3K short contracts. In spite of this increase in short building, large funds’ short positions now 

make up just 15% of all open interest. The COT Index for large funds now stands at 100 level which warns of overbought levels. 

 

Commercials reduced slightly their long contracts by selling 676 contracts. On the other hand, they added a large amount of 5,107 new 

short contracts. Now commercials have amassed more than 188K short contracts. The last time they had this massive amount of short 

contracts was also back in March of 2008 which we mentioned above. Commercial short positions now make up 73%of all open 

interest which implies this camp is heavily biased to the short side.  

 

Verdict: 

Mildly bearish 
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Large speculators retained their long contracts almost intact by adding a mere 72 new longs and instead covered near 2K of their 

shorts. Reluctance of large funds to reduce their large number of long contracts is remarkable as at 20,213, the number of long 

contracts held by this group is very elevated in historical terms and makes up 42% of all open interest. At the same time, large funds’ 

short contracts stands at 22.5K contracts which is also very high. 

 

Commercials have added 1,301 new long contracts which is considerable, while covering 515 of their existing shorts. There is clear 

divergence on commercials’ views on EURO and Franc. They are visibly more bearish on EURO than on Franc and this might make a 

case for selling opportunities on EUR/CHF in the weeks ahead. 

 

Verdict: 

Mildly bearish 
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Large speculators continue to increase their bullish bets on gold aggressively. They added 18,280 new longs while selling more than 9K 

of their old shorts. This made large funds being almost 145K net long. Even though this amount looks elevated, but in its historical 

context large funds have not exhausted their buying power yet. Back in late October 2015, funds were more than 157K contracts net 

long and then gold was trading much lower than now. This leaves some room for further bullish action in gold as COT Index for funds is 

standing at 91.57, still below the overbought 100 level. 

 

Commercials sold near 7K of their longs and initiated a massive amount of 24,212 new shorts which is outstanding. In spite of this 

bearish action, short contracts held by commercials is much less than the amount they had back in late October and this is while the 

gold has surpassed its October peak. This is very bullish as it shows that commercials think that they can sell at even higher prices. 

 

Verdict: 

Bullish 
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Large speculators increased their long bets on oil by adding a considerable amount of 15,328 long contracts. On the short side, they 

covered more than 31.5K of their existing shorts. Overall, fund action indicates that they are now less pessimistic on oil than a week 

ago and this is reflected in an upward jump in their COT Index from 0 level last week to 44.21 level now. 

 

On the other hand, commercials liquidated almost 38K of their longs and the same time they initiated 6K new short positions. Now 

commercials are about 213,229 contracts net short. Their long contracts are now at 601,482 which is very high. 

 

Verdict: 

Bullish 
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Large speculators reduced both their long and short exposure last week again. While they just sold 9 long contracts, their short 

covering was more meaningful; covering more than 2.8K of their old short. This short covering made the large funds net long 2,525 

contracts. Even though, now funds have the least amount of bullish bets on Dow Jones since October 2011, just before DJIA started an 

uninterrupted bullish rally which lasted 4 years. 

 

Commercials liquidated almost 4.5K of their old longs and also bought back 2.7K of their old shorts. This action is worrisome, as they 

offer less support to the index. Back in July and August of 2015, commercials reduced their short positions all the way down and this 

caused COT Index for them to reach 100 level until the stock market stabilized and started a decent rally. But this time, it seems that 

commercials are reluctant to buy at these levels as they probably want to buy at lower prices. 

 

Verdict: 

Bearish 
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Large speculators continued to sell their existing long contracts for the 4th consecutive week. Now large funds hold just 45.1K long 

contracts, lowest since late July 2014 and just before Dollar Index jumped and started a massive rally in the months ahead. The large 

fund retained their short positions almost intact by covering just a mere 254 contracts. The COT Index for large funds now stands at 

4.85, truly and oversold reading. 

 

Commercials on the other hand added new 1,483 long contracts and continued to trim their short contracts by covering 746 of their 

old shorts. This short covering has caused the COT Index for commercials to reach the bullish 100 level for the first time since October 

20thwhen the Dollar Index rose sharply in the weeks ahead on dovish ECB talks on October 22nd. 

 

Verdict: 

Strongly bullish 
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DISCLAIMER 

In order to develop modern and intuitive analytical methods and a professional approach to the financial markets the 

'Cyclical Waves Group' offers its technical and fundamental analysis packages on a daily basis. Considering the probability of 

errors in our analyses, the reader is invited to heed caution regarding the risks involved. The 'Cyclical Waves Group' bears no 

responsibility regarding any loss incurred caused by following the analyses provided. 
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